
Ulam Quarterly | Volume 2, Number 2, 1993Alexandre Grothendieck's EGA VPart VI(Interpretation and Rendition of his `prenotes')Joseph BlassDepartment of MathematicsBowling Green State UniversityBowling Green, OH 43403Piotr BlassDepartment of MathematicsPalm Beach Atlantic CollegeWest Palm Beach, FL 33416andStan KlasaDepartment of Computer ScienceConcordia UniversityMontreal, Canada, H3G 1M8x14 Conic Projections N.B. We have already used Conic Projec-tions in di�erent contexts, notably at the end of No. 8, formulation of10.4 and others and the \sorite" that follows should without a doubt comesooner in the beginning of the paragraph and possibly in the auxiliary para-graph \grassmanian". Let C = P (F ) be a linear subvariety of P (E) = Pof relative dimension r�m� 1 over S, i.e. of codimension (m+ 1) in P sothat F is a quotient of E locally free of rank r �m, F = E=G where G islocally free of rank m+1. We have de�ned in the algebraic way of ChapterII a morphism pc:P �C = P (E)� P (E=G)! P (G)which we will interpret geometrically and which will be called (becauseof the description that follows) the conic projection with center C. (N.B.We assume r � m � 1 to be in between �1 and r � 1, i.e. m is between0 and r, nothing more. For this let us begin by interpreting P (G) asa closed subscheme of Grassm(P ) = Grassr�m+1(P ) due to the obvioushomomorphism of functorsP (G)! Grassr�m+1(E)52



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part VI 53obtained by considering for every invertible quotient G=G0 of G, the locallyfree module of rank (r �m) + 1 E=G0 of E and the same after every basechange). The above homomorphism of functors is a monomorphism andsince the �rst one is proper over S, the second one separated is a closedimmersion. More generally we should make explicit the closed immersionsof grassmanians of G, i.e. of P (G) into those of E, i.e. of P (E). The image(in the sense of functors) of the obtained morphism is formed from linearsubvarieties L of P , of a given dimension that contain C. Let us denote byQ(C) this image in the case that we study (i.e. for the dimensions speci�edabove) and identifying P (G) with Q(C) the morphism of conic projectionpc:P � C ! Q(C) � Grassm(P )is nothing else but the one that associates with every section of P �C theunique linear subvariety L of P of codimension m containing at the sametime C and the given section (of course by \containing a section" we meanthat the section factors by L). If now we have f :X ! P , it makes sense toconsider the compositionX � f�1(C)! P �C ! Q(C)which we may call conic projection of X relative to f and with centerC, denoted pXc or simply pc. We shall point out that in general it is notde�ned over all of X, precisely it is such if and only if f�1(C) = �, i.e.f(X) does not meet the center C of the projection. We shall give anotherinterpretation of this morphism in terms of constructions used in previousNos. For this, with the notations introduced elsewhere, let us considerX q � X(m)Q(C) = X(m) XGrassm Q(C)??ypQ(C)Let us note on the other hand that q induces an isomorphismq0: q�1(X � f�1(C)) ��! X � f�1(C)and it is immediate that pc is nothing else but p0q0�1 where p0 is the re-striction of p to q�1(X � f�1(C)). We may therefore say using q0 justfor a simple identi�cation that pc is the restriction of the morhism p toX � f�1(C) � XmQ(C). For that reason it is convenient to denote again bypXc or pc and to call the previous morphism [(for instance)] the extendedconic projection of X relative to f :X ! P , with center C. In this waythe properties of the restricted conic projection are reduced to those ofthe extended conic projection, which has supposedly been systematically



54 Joseph Blass, Piotr Blass and Stan Klasastudied elsewhere (cf. No. 10 and No. 12). The main question that arisesis, if S = Spec(k) what are the properties of the conic projection of X ifwe take C to be generic in Grassm+1(P ) which requires that we make abase change k ! k(�), i.e. C is then indeed a linear subvariety of Xk(�);standard arguments that have already been repeated so often allow us toconclude about similar properties for the conic projections correspondingto the points of Grassm+1(P ) belonging to anon-empty open set of the saidgrassmanian and �nally when k is in�nite we conclude about the existenceof a (in fact of an in�nity of) C de�ned over k, i.e. a linear subvarietyof P iself (without changing the base �eld) producing a conic projectionhaving the said properties. We should rather group this type of generalexplanations with those of the same type given in No. 4, 7 and which wehave already implicitly used more or less, for example in No. 13 (cf. 13.4.c)For the same reason, we should better to examine the relative propertiesof a sheaf F over X, taking its inverse image F (m)Q(C) over X(m)Q(C). Moreover,it is necessary in the precise case just described to have simpler notations,I propose eX(C) and eF (S) or simply eX and eF if there is no possibility ofconfusion (attention: the F here is not the same as in the beginning ofthis No.). Grosso modo (roughly speaking) and if we, say, assume that fis an immersion, the properties of the generic conic projection are very dif-ferent, depending on whether we assume dim X � m or dim X � m evendim X < m. In what follows, we consider the C� � Pk(�) corresponding tothe generic point � of Grassm+1 and we give up making the interpretationof the obtained results in terms of \almost all the points : : : "To start with, we already have noticed in 5.3 (a `catching up' of thegeneral case in No. 12) that C� cuts X� \regularly", more precisely andmore generally for every quasi-coherent F over X the section �(m+1)� ofthe locally free module of rank m + 1 over Xk(�) whose scheme of zerosis C�, is F -regular. By 10.2 this implies for example that the morphismeX(C� ) ! Xk(�) identi�es eX(C�) with the prescheme deduced from Xk(�)by blowing up f�1(C�) = Xp � C� in the case where dim f(X) � mwe will also have f�1(C�) = ; and consequently eX(C�) ��! Xk(�) is anisomorphism (and indeed the restricted conic projection is therefore de�nedover all of X a priori). Then the questions of the dimension of the �bers ofpc: eX(C�)! Q(C�), and the atness of this morphism arise. We �nd:Proposition 14.l. Let us suppose that X is irreducible, more generallythat for every irreducible component Xi of X the �ber of Xi at the pointf(xi) (xi = generic point of Xi) has a dimension (independent of i), whichis the case for example with d = 0 if f :X ! P is quasi-�nite. Thena) If dim f(X) > m then the dimension of the �bers of pc: eX(C�) !Q(C�) are all equal to dim X �m.b) If dim f(X) � m and if the non-empty �bers of Xi over P are all ofdim d then the non-empty �bers of pc are all of dimension d so pc is



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part VI 55�nite resp. quasi-�nite: : : f :X ! P is �nite.In the case a) we know already (I hope!) that for every point � ofGrassm(P ) the dimension of X(m)� is at least equal to dim X �m, it is inparticular such if � comes from a point of Q(C�). For the opposite directioninequality note that (we place ourselves over the �eld k0 = k(�)) sinceC�k0 � L� is a hyperplane of L� , if the dimension of X(m)� = X �P L� (was)� dim X �m + 1, then that of X(m+1)� = X �P C� would be � dim X �m, (since the base change k(�) ! k0 transforms the last prescheme into(X�P L�)�L� (C�k0)). However since we have the contrary: dim X(m+1) =dim X�m+1. by No. 2 (repeated in No. 10). The case b) is treated in thesame way: if we had dim X �P L � d+1, or what is the same fk0(Xk0 )\Lis of dim � 1 then we would have using the same argument as above thatX(m+1) 6= � in contradiction with what we have remarked before 14.1.Corollary 14.2. Let us assume thatX has dimensionm and that f :X !P is �nite (respectively quasi-�nite), then the morphism PC�:Xk(�) !Q(C�) is �nite surjective (resp. quasi-�nite dominant).Indeed, this morphism is quasi-�nite and since dimXk(�)=dimQ(C�)is dominant if f is �nite, pC� is also �nite, as proper, therefore surjective,since it is dominant.Corollary 14.3. With the conditions of 14.1 a) if X is Cohen-Macauleythen the morphism pC : eX(C�) ! Q(C�) is a Cohen-Macauley morphismand �a fortiori at.For the proof see the remark above on page 21 before 5. (to becorrected by Interpr.) which gives a stronger result which (to include in14.3), taking into account that C(m)� for � 2 '(�) are Fk(�) regular.This corollary must be modi�ed but for simplicity we may assumethat f is quasi-�nite if F is a Cohen-Macauley module over X and if forevery irreducible component Z of SuppF we have dim Z � m then eF (C�)is Cohen-Macauley (and �a fortiori) at relatively to '(C�).We notice that we cannot replace, to obtain the same conclusion pCat, the CM hypothesis on X by a simple dimension hypothesis. Let usfor example assume that f is an immersion and that X is irreducible ofdimension m, so that pC is quasi-�nite and since Xk(�) and Q(C�) areirreducible of same dimensions and the second one is regular, pC cannot beat unless Xk(�) is CM .More delicate are the di�erential properties of the conic projection,notably for X smooth over k and f :X ! P unrami�ed studied in No. 12.Let us recall that outside of a subset Z of codim 1 of Q(C) the morphismpC� over eX(C�) is smooth. And a more detailed analysis summarized inNo. 12 shows (or should show if we do not do it) that if the dimensions ofthe components of X are � m then outside of a subset Z0 � Z of Q(C�)of codimension � 2, the �bers p�1C (�) = X(m)� can only have at the worst



56 Joseph Blass, Piotr Blass and Stan Klasaordinary singular points (in the geometric sense) and indeed (if f is animmersion and X is geometrically irreducible) at most one such point, thelatter being necessarily rational over k(�) { these assertions being all validat least if k is of characteristic 0 or only if we replace f by�nf (n � 2) asin No. 9.It is also appropriate to give the di�erential properties of PC� in thecase where dim X � m and consequently where PC� is de�ned over Xk(�).I restrict myself to indicating the following properties. The proof shouldbe easy and is left to Dieudonn�e (or Blass). [Interpr.]Proposition 14.4. Let us suppose that f :X ! P is unrami�ed and thatdim X � m. Let T be a �nite subscheme of X. Thena) If f is an immersion, the restriction of pC to Tk(�) is radical, i.e.\geometrically injective". If in addition Y a closed subset of X ofdimension � (m � 1) we havep�1C�(pC�(Yk(�))) \ Tk(�) = � = empty setb) If X is smooth at the points of T then pC� is unrami�ed at all thepoints Tk(�) and also at the points ofp�1C�pC�(Tk(�))Proposition 14.5. Let us suppose that dim X � m � 1, f :X ! P animmersion, �nallyX separable over k. Let Y� be the scheme image ofXk(�)in Q(C�). Then the induced morphism pC�: Xk(�) ! Y� is birational andfor every point x of Xk(�) over a closed point of X, pc� is �etale at x andeven at the points of p0C�p0C� (x).Let us note the following consequence:Corollary 14.6. Let X be an algebraic projective scheme irreducibleand separable of dimension n over an in�nite �eld k. Then there exists abirational isomorphism of X onto a hypersurface of Pn+1.We will avoid believing that, even if X is a closed smooth geometri-cally irreducible subset of P of dimension m � 1 = n, the conic projection(Pc� ) is necessarily an immersion. Indeed if k is in�nite this would implythat there exists a C rational over k having the same property, then that Xis isomorphic to a non-singular hypersurface of Pn+1. But even for n = 1(thus X is an algebraic projective curve smooth and connected over an al-gebraically closed �eld) it is easy to construct examples when X cannot bein a P 2. Also in 14.4 (in the same way) we will avoid to confuse the givenstatement with the assertion (in general false) that pc is itself a monomor-phism (previous counterexample or even more obvious counterexample if Xis smooth of dimension m), or that Pc should be unrami�ed. For the lastpoint to convince ourselves let us take X to be a closed smooth subscheme



Grothendieck's EGA V. Part VI 57irreducible and of dimension m (over k algebraically closed say such thatif we had X ! Q �= pm unrami�ed, it would be �etale because of dimen-sions, but we can prove (see Ch. VIII) that this implies that X ��! Pm(Pm being \simply connected"). The intuitive geometric meaning of 14.4is that the rami�cation set of pC� is \variable" over k more precisely therami�cation set of pC� for a variable � in an open set of Grassm+1(�k) variesin X(�k) and does not admit any \�xed point": : : Of course, in order tojustify in the present No. the passage from a generic point � to a neigh-borhood of Grassm+1(P ) and also, to be able if needed to take back ourgeneral considerations of 7.1, we have to consider the diagrams:X  � eX(C)??y ??yX  � Q(C)obtained (with the help) using di�erent C 2 Grassm+1(S) and more gener-ally those obtained after a base change T ! S for points � 2 Grassm+1(T )XT  � eX(C�) = eXT (C�)??y ??yT  � Q(C�)as deduced by base change �:T ! Grassm+1J(P ) = T , of the universaldiagram (relative to the canonical point of Grassm+1 in T ):XT  � eX(C)??y ??yT  � Q(C)where C is the canonical linear subvariety of PT. Then the above eX(C�)!Q(C�) is nothing else but the morphismof generic �bers for the TmorphismeX(C)! Q(C) of this last diagram and every constructible property for themorphism of generic �bers implies the same property for neighboring �bers.From the notational point of view, Q should be looked at (and even intro-duced) as the name of the natural morphism of functors Grassm+1(P ) !Sub-preschemes of Grassm(P ).Please note: This copyright notice has been revised and variesslightly from the original statement. This publication andits contents are ccopyright Ulam Quarterly. Permission ishereby granted to individuals to freely make copies of theJournal and its contents for noncommercial use only, withinthe fair use provisions of the USA copyright law. For any usebeyond this, please contact Dr. Piotr Blass, Editor-in-Chiefof the Ulam Quarterly. This noti�cation must accompanyall distribution Ulam Quarterly as well as any portion of itscontents.


